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                                                                     Abstract 
 
Apart from classical means, contra-harmonic mean is also known. In this paper, we have 
constructed divergence measures based on nonnegative differences among these means, and 
established an interesting inequality by use of properties of Csisz´ar’s f-divergence.  Metric 
properties of these divergence measures also presented. Comparison of new mean divergence 
measures with classical divergence measures such as J-divergence, Kullback Leibler is also 
established.Three new measures of image registration have been defined. 
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1. Introduction 

The measure of information was defined Claude .E.Shannon in his treatise paper [7] in 1948. 

   H(P) = � ������ ��	 �� ,P
Г�                              (1) 

  where Гn= {P=(p1,p2,p3,……pn) / pi�   ,� �� � �����       ; n� �� 
is  the set of all complete finite discrete probability distributions.  

The relative entropy is a measure of the distance between two probability distributions. In statistics, it arises as the 
expected logarithm of the likelihood ratio. The relative entropy K(P||Q) is the measure of inefficiency of assuming that 
the distribution is q when the true distribution is p . For example, if we knew the true distribution of the random 
variable, then we could construct a code with average description length H(P). If, instead, we used the code for a 
distribution q, we would need H(P) + K(P||Q) bits on the average to describe the random variable[3,4]. 

The relative entropy or Kullback Leibler distance [3] between two probability distributions is defined as 

������� �� � ������ ��	 ����.                             (2) 

Taneja [8] defined some new divergence measures using the classical means. In the present communication some new 
divergence measures have been defined using contra harmonic mean and classical means. Comparison of these 
measures have been done with some already defined measures and  new measures of image registration have been 
defined. In this communication inductive approach is used to define divergence measure with improved results.                           

2. New Generalized Mean of Order p 

Let us consider the following well known mean of order p [1] 

Lp(a,b)    =� � !" 
� #$!" #$ , pεR 
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���������������������������������%!"%�!"   , p=2 

                            ��!"&    ,   p=1 

Lp(a,b)=              '()������, p=1/2                                                 (3) 

                             &�"�!"       , p=0 

Clearly, 

L0(a,b)=H(a,b)=  &�"�!"    --- Harmonic Mean                   (4) 

L1(a,b)=A(a,b)=��!"&       ---Arithmetic Mean                              (5)                        

L1/2(a,b)=G(a,b)=�'()   ---Geometric Mean                  (6) 

L2(a,b)=C(a,b)=��%!"%�!"     --Contra-Harmonic Mean            (7) 

We can establish that Lp(a,b) is monotonically non decreasing function in relation to p[1] . This allow us to conclude 
the following inequality 

L0(a,b)* +�,&�-. /� * +��-. /� �* +&�-. /���                     (8)                                        

In view of  (8) , we write 

H(a,b)�* 0�(. )� * 1�(. )� * 2�(. )�                           (9)                                                

Let us now consider the following non-negative differences arising due to inequality (9) 

MCA=�2�(. )� 3 1�(. )� � � �%!"%�!" 3 �!"
&                 (10)   

MCG=�2�(. )� 3 0�(. )� � � �%!"%�!" 3 '()                       (11)                                      

MCH=�2�(. )� 3 4�(. )� � � �%!"%�!" 3 &�"
�!"                                            (12)   

In view of (8) , we have the following inequality among the mean divergences measures: 

 * 567��(. )� * 568��(. )� * 569��(. )�                (13)                                       

3. Mean Difference Divergence Measures 
Let  Гn= {P=(p1,p2,p3,……pn) /  pi�   ,� �� � �����       ; n� �� 
be the set of all complete finite discrete probability distributions. 
Let us take a = pi and b = qi in the differences given above and sum over all i = 1, 2, .., n, then for all P,Q 
Гn, we have 
the following mean divergence measures: 
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• Contra-harmonic – Arithmetic Mean Divergence Measures 

567������� �:��& ; <�&�� ; <� 3 �
�

���
 

•  Contra-harmonic – Geometric  Mean Divergence Measures 

568������� �:=��& ; <�&�� ; <� 3 >��<�?
�

���
 

• Contra-harmonic harmonic  Mean Divergence Measures 

569������� �:=��& ; <�&�� ; <� 3
���<���;<�?

�

���
 

 
4. Symmetric Measures of Information 
Here we shall give some symmetric measures of information.  
• Hellinger Discrimination [9] 
h(P||Q)= 1 − B(P||Q)=�&� �'�� �3 �'<��&����                              

 where     B(P||Q)=� >��<�@A�B    is well known Bhattacharya  distance.  
• Triangular Discrimination [9] 

(P||Q) = 2 [1 −W(P||Q)]=�� �CDEFD�%
CD!FD

����  

where  W(P||Q) =� &CDFD
CD!FD

����  

is well known harmonic mean divergence . 
• J-divergence [9] 
J(P||Q) = K(P||Q) + K(Q||P) 
 =� ������� 3 G�����	 ����           
we have, 
567������� � �

&H(P||Q)                                        (14)  

Also, 568������� � h(P||Q)+��&H(P||Q)                     (15)  
Again, 
569������� �   (P||Q)                                        (16) 
567�������.568�������.569�������    are also symmetric divergence measures and 
567������� � �

&H(P||Q) 

568������� � h(P||Q)+��&H(P||Q) 
In view of (8) and measure defined in section (4), we have  * 567������� * 568������� * 569�������  and 
0 h(P||Q)*� �&H(P||Q)                (17) 
5. Csiszar’s f−Divergence and Mean Divergence Measures 
Given a convex function f : (0,∞) → R, the f−divergence measure introduced by Csisz´ar [10] is given by 
Cf (P||Q) =� <����� I�CDFD� , for all P, Q Гn 

The following theorem is well known in the literature [1]: 
Property 5.1. Let the function f : [0,∞) → R be differentiable convex and normalized ,i.e.,     f(1) = 0, then the 
Csisz´ar f−divergence, Cf (P||Q) is nonnegative and convex in the pair of probability distribution (P,Q) 
 Гn × Гn. 
The mean divergence measures given in Section 3 can be written as examples of (5.1) and applying property 5.1 we 
can check the nonnegativity and convexity of these measures. Here below we shall give these as examples. 
Example 5.1.  Let us consider 

fCA(x) =JK%���!�K!� 3 K!�
&     ,  xL �.∞� 

in (5.1) , then we have 
Cf(P||Q)=�567������� 
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Moreover,   I ′′67�M� N ������.���OM L �.∞� 
Also we have   I67��� � . 
In view of this we can say that Contra-harmonic – Arithmetic Mean Divergence Measure is non-negative and convex 
in pairs of probability distributions (P,Q) 
Гn × Гn 

The graphical representation of symmetric contra harmonic –Arithmetic divergence function is given by Figure 1 with 
respect to Table 1  

Table 1 

 

 

 

Figure 1 

 

Example 5.2.  Let us consider 

fCG(x) =K%���!�K!� 3 'M    , xε�.∞� 
in (5.1) , then we have 
Cf(P||Q)=�568������� 
Moreover,   I ′′68�M� N ������.���OM L �.∞� 
Also we have   I68��� � . 
In view of this we can say that Contra-harmonic – Geometric Mean Divergence Measure is non-negative and convex 
in pairs of probability distributions (P,Q) L Гn × Гn 

The graphical representation of symmetric contra harmonic –Geometric divergence function is given by Figure 2 with 
respect to Table  2. 

Table 2 

x 0 0.125 0.25 0.375 0.5 0.625 0.75 0.875 1 1.25 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.85 

Y=fCG(x) 1 0.549 0.35 
0.217 

0.126 
0.065 

0.026 0.006 
0 

0.020 0.075 0.104 0.136 0.172 0.191 

 

Figure 2 

 

Example 5.3.  Let us consider 

x 0 0.125 
 

0.25 
 

0.375 
 

0.5 
 

0.625 
 

0.75 
 

0.875 1 
 

1.25 
 

1.5 
 

1.6 
 

1.7 
 

1.8 
 

1.85 
 

2 

Y=fCA(x) 0.5 
 

0.430 
 

0.351 
 

0.268 
 

0.187 
 

0.114 
 

0.054 
 

0.014 
 

0 
 

0.070 
 

0.312 
 

0.468 
 

0.661 
 

0.896 
 

1.029 
 

1.5 
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fCH(x) =K%���!�K!� 3 &K
K!�    ,  xε�.∞� 

in (5.1) , then we have 
Cf(P||Q)=�569������� 
Moreover,   I ′′69�M� N ������.���OM L �.∞� 
Also we have   I69��� � . 
In view of this we can say that Contra-harmonic – Harmonic Mean Divergence Measure is non-negative and convex 
in pairs of probability distributions       (P, Q) L Гn × Гn 

The graphical representation of symmetric contra harmonic –Arithmetic divergence function is given by Figure 3 with 
respect to Table  3 

Table 3 

 

 

Figure 3 

 

6. Majorization and Schur-Convex Functions 
In this section, we recall the basic notions of majorization theory which are relevant to our context [6] 
Definition 1: Given two probability distributions P= (p1,….,p n) and 
Q= (q1,…., qn) with p1  ……  pn and q1  ….. qn, we say that P is majorized by Q in symbols   PP Q, if and 

only if     � ������ * � <�����     , k= 1; . . . n 
The main link between the concept of majorization and the theory of inequalities is established by the notion of Schur-
convex functions. 
Definition 2: A real-valued function R�defined on the set of n-dimensional   probability vectors is said to be Schur-
convex (resp., concave)   if   is order preserving (resp., inverse-order preserving) with respect to the partial order , 
that is , if   
            P Q    ⇒     R�S� * ��R�Q� 
A wide class of schur-convex (concave) function is given by the following results. 
Lemma 1 [6] If   R�is invariant with respect to any permutation of its inputs and convex (concave) then    is schur –
convex (respectively; concave)  
By this lemma, we get that entropy function   
H(P)= - � �������� ���	 ����� is schur concave that is     
  S P Q      ⇒       H(P)  H(Q) 
7. The Majorization Lattice 
We first recall [6]  that a lattice is a quadruple  (ℒ /*,V /⋀ ) where ℒ is a set,  ‘* ′ is partial ordering on ℒ  , and for all 
a,b 
ℒ�there is a unique greatest lower bound (g.l.b)  a⋀b  and a unique least upper bound  (l.u.b )  aVb , 
More precisely,   a⋀b  * )  and a⋀b * b    
   and    a aVb    , b aVb  

Now for n 2 , let                                                    

x 0 0.125 0.25 0.375 0.5 0.625 0.75 0.875 1 1.25 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.85 
Y=fCH(x) 1 0.681 

 
0.450 

 
0.284 

 
0.167 

 
0.087 

 
0.036 

 
0.008 

 
0.000 

 
0.028 

 
0.100 

 
0.138 

 
0.181 

 
0.229 

 
0.254 
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Гn= {P=(p1; . . .; p n) ; pi
 [0,1] , � ���� � �����  ,pi  pi+1  } 
be the set of all n-dimensional probability distributions , with components in non decreasing order . Then,  

(Гn /*,V /⋀ ) is a partially ordered set such that V�� . �� . �� . W X X ��Y P V �
�E� . �

�E� . �
�E� . W XY P Z��V�& . �& . X XY P��.. W X X� 

    that is           V�� . �� . �� . W X X ��Y P S P ��.. W X X�     for all  P
 Гn
  

we first turn our attention to appropriate definition of greatest lower bound  p⋀q  of any two arbitrary elements of  Гn
 .. 

Definition: For any P,Q 
 Гn
  let [(P,Q)=(a1,a2, ……,an) 

with ai= min.\� �]��.�]�� � <]���]�� ^ 3 � (]��.�E�]��  
Lemma [1]For all P,Q 
 Гn

  let [(p,q)= p⋀< ,we also define _(P,Q ) =(b1,b2,……bn) with  
 bi= max.\� �]��.�]�� � <]���]�� ^ 3 � )]��.�E�]��  
Note that components of  _(P,Q ) might not be in non increasing order . That is, it is not true in general that _(P,Q ) 
 
Гn   
 Let _′(P,Q) = �)�′ . )&′ . )`′ . WW X X )�′ � be n-tuple of reals obtained by rearranging the components of  _(P,Q) in non 
increasing order . 
Therefore, _′(P,Q) 
 Гn 

 And it is immediate that  � )�′a]�� �Max.\� �]��.a]�� � <]��a]�� ^ for k=1,2,………n. 

Hence, _′(P,Q) is an upper bound for P, Q in Гn . 

8. Metric Properties 

Definition:  For a set X, a function d : X × Xb  R 
is called a distance if for every  x, y� 
 X 
1. d(x; y) ≥0 with equality if x = y. 
2. d is symmetric: d(x, y) = d(y, x). 
The pair (X; d) is then called a distance space. If 
in addition to 1 and 2, for every triple x, y , z 
 X 
the function d satisfies  
3. d(x, y) + d(x, z) ≥d(y, z)  (the triangle inequality), 
then d is called a pseudo metric and (X,d) a  pseudo metric space 
 If also, d(x, y) = 0 holds if and only if x = y; then we speak of a metric and a metric space. 

Define d: Гn  ×Гn  bR   by 

    d(P,Q) =MCA(P||Q)  then we have  

1. d(P,Q)��    for all P,Q 
 Гn 
2.  If P=Q if and only if pi=qi  for all i  and for all P,Q 
 Гn 

then P=Q  implies d(P,Q) = 0 
3. Let P,Q 
 Гn  and _ (P,Q)=(b1,b2,……bn)  _ is as defined in section (7) 

Then we have  

d(P,Q)=�� CD%!FD%CD!FD 3 �����  

d(P,�_)=�� CD%!FD%CD!FD 3 �����   

d(_,Q)=�� CD%!FD%CD!FD 3 �����  

Here  _ (P,Q) is upper bound of p and q as defined in section (7). 

Therefore, PP �_ (P, Q)  and  QP �_ (P,Q) 

⇒     � ������ * � )�����   and    � <����� * � )�����     , k= 1,2, . . . n 
We have, 
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   d(P,�_)+ d(_,Q)�3 d(P,Q) �   

Therefore, d(P,Q)  ≤d(P,�_)+ d(_,Q) 
Hence d is a pseudo metric on Гn

. 
Similarly, if we define  
d1(P,Q) =MCG(P||Q)   and  d2(P,Q) =MCH(P||Q)   
d1  and d2 are also found to be pseudo metric on Гn

 . 
9. Comparison with Some Classical Divergence measures 
The relative entropy or Kullback Leibler distance [3,4] between two probability distributions is defined as 

�������� �� � ������ ��	 ����.                                       (18) 

Also, J-divergence [3] is defined as  
              J(P||Q) = K(P||Q) + K(P||Q)    =  � ������� 3 G�����	 ����                 (19)      

 In view of (14) to (17) & (18)-(19), it can be concluded that  * 567������� �* 568������� �* 569������� *�  K(P||Q)�* J(P||Q) (20)                                

Numerical Verifications: 
 Consider the probability distributions p=(0.2,0.3,0.1,0.25,0.15) and q=(0.12,0.18,0.3,0.2,0.2).   
Using this distribution we compare the values of following divergence measures in the table:         

 
Table 4 c������ 0.228213 

J������ 0.501234 
567������� 0.081349 
568������� 0.124034 
569������� 0.162698 

 
From the table 4 and equation (20) the divergence measures defined in the section (3) shows lesser inefficiency i.e. 
greater efficiency while choosing distribution q instead of true distribution p. 
10.  New Measure for Image Registration 
Some measures of image registration based on mean divergences have already been defined [5], here we define some 
new measures . For two images A and B , let pab and pa pb denote p(a,b) and p(a) p(b) for simplicity. By substituting 
pab , pa pb for pi , qi   respectively in the divergence measures defined in section 3, we obtain the following form of CA, 
CG, and CH measures. 

567���d. e� � :��"& ; ����"�&��" ; ���" 3 �
�."

 

568���d. e� �:=��"& ; ����"�&��" ; ���" 3 >��"���"?
�."

 

569���d. e� � :=��"& ; ����"�&��" ; ���" 3 ���"���"��";���"?�."
 

These measures can determine the distance of p(a,b) and p(a) p(b) because of their convexity. The more high value 
denotes more dependence between the two images. When the two images are aligned, maximal dependence of the two 
images is assumed to occur, then the value p(a,b) / p(a) p(b) is far from 1. 
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